Abstract
Introduction

40
Human genetic variations are critical in medical and functional perspectives. SNPs (Single During a study, 175 cardiac patients of European Continental Ancestry Population were 62 diagonosed and it was identified that C allele (CT, CC) at -344T/C SNP position in "aldosterone 63 synthase" gene does not considerably effect clinical prognosis of cardiac heart-failure [7] .
64
Similarly the excess of aldosterone has been reported for hypertension [8] which is one of the most 65 prevalent diseases these days around the world and affects more than 1 billion people 66 worldwide [12] . Regular hypertension control medicines work fine but still a large number of 67 patients don't get benefit of them and their blood pressure remains high even after treatment [13] .
68
One of the possible solutions used by scientists is the use of an inhibitor (Fadrozole) 
Bioinformatics Tools used to identify deleterious SNPs
102
In order to evaluate potential impact of the selected missense SNPs, we utilized four 103 prediction tools and filtered all missense SNPs that were classified as deleterious by all of them.
104
These computational tools include SIFT, I-Mutant, Consurf and Polyphen-2. computational tool output a large heat-map color bar that range from 0 to 1 to show damaging 119 probability of an SNP. A high score shows the higher chances of a mutation as damaging.
105
SIFT (Sorting Intolerant
120
The protein stability over single mutation was measured using I-Mutant Suite which can be in proteins using Empirical Bayesian inference (protein structure and sequence respectively).
130
Amino acid analysis was performed for PDBID (4FDH) and identifier 'A'. The conservation 131 scores were calculated among protein and its homology whose color scale ranges from 1 to 9, 132 where the scores in the range 7 to 9 indicate conserved region, probability in ascending order. were removed, then atom-types were assigned, next, atomic charges were applied according to 141 AMBER 7 FF99 force-field. The Power algorithm was used to minimize the energy of each 142 complex, for 1000 cycles at convergence-gradient of 0.5 kcal (mol A°). The backbone atoms were 143 kept fixed during structure optimization.
144
Five different in-silico mutants of CYP11B2 (R448G, F445S, W260R, R141P and F130S) were 145 generated by replacing Arg448, Phe445, Trp260, Arg141 and Phe130 with Glycine448, Serine445,
146
Arginine260, Proline141 and Serine130 amino acids respectively. All mutations were induced 147 using SYBYL-X 1.3 (Biopolymer module) [16] . Prior to molecular docking, the generated mutant 148 models of CYP11B2 were energy-minimized and MD-simulated at least for 10 ns, which have 9 149 been discussed in a later section. For molecular docking, the active structural conformation of 150 Fadrozole was extracted from its complex 4FDH.
151
Finally the active sites of these five mutants of CYP11B2 were docked by the ligand using the 152 same protocol as reported in our previous publications [10] [11] [12] . Twenty best-docked conformations 
Molecular dynamics Simulation
158
For all five generated structures of the complexes (Fadrozole-CYP11B2, Fadrozole-R448G, an octahedron box of TIP3P water molecules to achieve water molecules up-to minimum 10°A 164 distance between protein and edge of box. Extra water molecules were replaced by Cl -/ Na + 165 counter-ions by using LEaP protocol.
166
AMBER ff99SB force field, for protein, and General AMBER force field (GAFF together with 167 RESP charges), for ligand, was used to assign force field parameters for each protein-ligand 
Results
183
Identification of Deleterious nsSNPS
184
The in-silico analysis for 275 missense SNPs of CYP11B2 (These were total nsSNPs when 185 we started work; now there is more than 600 nsSNPs) was performed ( 117 nsSNPs (62.9%) show a DDG < -0.5 hence they are largely unstable (Table S4) .
192
The combined results of these three computational tools screened down the CYP11B2 nsSNPs 193 from 275 to 57 (20.72%). Thus 57 mutations (Given in supporting information S5 Table) were 194 predicted by all these three tools that had higher probability of damaging protein structure and 195 cause disease. Figure 2 shows the distribution of benign and deleterious and nsSNPs found using 
Evolutionary Conservation analysis of nsSNPs
202
It is a known fact that mutation in highly conserved protein regions keeps more chances to 203 cause disease against any mutation. The 4FDH.pdb protein structure was analyzed using Consurf (Table S6) . When compared with 57 nsSNP (predicted as damaging by Polyphen, I-Mutant and 206 SIFT), only 29 nsSNPs were found in conserved area (Table 1) . 
Molecular Docking
212
The docking identified 18 residues at the distance of 5Ȧ from the active site of CYP11B2-
213
Fadrozole compound, these were R110,W116,R120,F130,W137,R141,F231,W260R, A313, S315,
214
T318, L319, L373, A384 ,G445, R448 and C450 .The next step was to filter out only those residues 215 out of 18 residues which were identified as damaging (Table 1) , hence only five residues were 216 subjected for further analysis. R448G and R141P reside were found at 3 Ȧ from drug fadrozole 14 217 in CYP11B2-fadrozole complex (Fig 3A) while G445, W260R and F130S reside at the distance 218 of 5 Ȧ shown in (Fig 3B) . 
Binding free energy analysis:
259
The binding affinity of ligand towards CYP11B2 and its mutations were calculated using (fadrozole-R448G, fadrozole-R141P, fadrozole-W260R, fadrozole-F130S and fadrozole-F445S).
266
The Fadrozole inhibitor possesses higher predicted binding energies for F445S (ΔG pred (GB) In order to identify the driving forces for selective bindings of ligand on inhibitor, total binding 272 free energy was decomposed into independent (binding free energy) components. (Fig 34-E The calculated values of individual binding free energy components for four systems (Fig. 5 A-D simulation. The simulations were performed for both wild-type and mutant nsSNPs the results
333
showed that binding energy of complex increased even after these deleterious mutations.
334
The literature on CYP11B2 SNPs with disease causing probability is scarce. One mutation (-335 344T/C rs1799998) has been reported for disease association studies [20, 21] .
336
Conclusion
337
This study identified 29 deleterious CYP11B2 mutations using four computational tools including SIFT,
338
Polyphen-2, I-Mutant, and Consurf. Then the structural analysis was performed using Sybyl and MD 339 simulation to check the performance of Fadrozole over these mutations. The results have effectively shown 340 that the fadrozole drug efficiently blocks to the identified damaging mutations thus is a very effective and 341 potent drug.
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